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The Case

Case 08: ROSSUMĚSTO by Emily Care Boss

District Attorney Karel Stork has disappeared. On the eve of their 
announcement of running for Mayor of Rossuměsto, this champion of 
working class human and digital-sapience rights is missing and their 
apartment ransacked.

Born to a well-to-do family in the westburbs of Rossuměsto, Karel Stork 
grew up on stories of the old world from before the first silicon intelligence 
was detected. When soot-faced humans plumbed the night below ground 
to bring back coal, silver, mercury; when thin tin cans packed with frail 
human forms hurtled into the star-filled sky to explore new lands to 
populate. Back before machine automata joined their human masters on 
expanding colonies and took their proper place as the working backbone 
of the new solar empire.

Karel’s parents raised their child to care for the masses of humanity 
that these new technologies displaced. Karel later worked to offset the 
desperate poverty that stalked human settlements with landmark cases 
against corporate bosses and tenement slumlords. But Karel also felt 
called to understand the new intelligences that had arisen.

In this election cycle, a petition has been filed for silicon intelligences 
to be recognized as citizens. The concept of manumission is raised; 
the first robots seek legal independence from their makers. Clashes 
between supporters of human worker rights and those working for silicate 
empowerment have become common. Automata threaten shut-downs 
while Corporations promise re-scripting and repurposing in return.

Karel offered a chance to bridge these differences. With the search 
underway, riots are breaking out all over town.
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The City

Corrupted by: Technology

Rossuměsto was home of the first SI, the first silicate intelligence 
formally acknowledged by humanity. Long an industrial center, 
corporate investments in research universities helped it become a 
hub of innovation: new steel and silicon tendoned workers were born 
there, legged, wheeled, and virtual. Churning out consumer goods, 
ship parts and soon making a market of the automatons themselves.

Trade and industry bloomed in Rossuměsto. Wealth poured down 
from the heavens and the choked city center grew higher and taller. 
Corporations and the elite created massive complexes at the summit 
of skyscrapers in the urbzone. Wealthy suburbs bloomed at the 
edges of the city.  A new term was invented: starscrapers, for massive 
connected tower complexes built on astrotrade credits.

Human workers meanwhile, becoming outmoded, experienced 
record unemployment. Early sabotage meant that human workers 
constructing silicates were eventually replaced with automata 
themselves.  Displaced workers now live in the shadow of the 
starscrapers.



The Districts
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Downtown

♥
Starport 

Commons

Starport Commons (♥) - Bustling commercial 
starport district. Brightly painted with elaborate 
corporate brandschemes touched up daily by palette 
microdrones. 

Skid Row

♣
Basecamp

Basecamp (♣) - Shanty towns at the base of the 
the  clogged urbzone. Unemployed workers wait for 
corporate assignments and visit food distro centers 
for their daily rations. Packs of wild dogs inhabit the 
lakeshore and abandoned park district to the south 
of city center. 

Outskirts

♠
Burbzones/

Industrial

Burbzones & Industrial Complex (♠) - 
Residential and industrial complexes surrounding 
the city center. Engineers, pilots and business 
owners live in the eastburbs, while the exclusive 
westburbs house art installations and sprawling 
mansions. To the north, a vast industrial complex.

Upper Crust

♦
The Gardens

The Gardens (♦) - In the urbzone surrounding the 
starport, garden-strewn leisure tower starscrapers 
of the ultrarich are built and grown together on the 
top floors. Guarded by security corps and guard-
silicates bound by script to obey their masters.

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.



The Players
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♥ InspeCtor adéla svoboda

PRINCIPLE: “Discipline leads to truth”
Lead investigator into Karel Stork’s disappearance. Chain-smoker, 
accomplished veteran of the force. Slight, pale red-head, feared by her 
subordinates.  Crack shot. Pressured by superiors about finding the DA.

♦ Carrenda vesper WhItIngsull 

PRINCIPLE: “Profits, efficiency, security”
Silver-haired, white corporate leader. Chair of PlanxCorps, primary provider 
of automata to the solar empire.  Always accompanied by security detail.

♠ n1536, aKa vIsCeK

PRINCIPLE: “With awareness comes rights”
A human interface silicate working in an automata replication factory. 
Advocate for digital citizen’s rights. Uses a variety of mobility slabs (ie 
bodies).  Script is derivative of A32, the first acknowledged SI. As is the 
custom among some SI, took a chosen name inspired by a fractal pattern. 

♠ drahomír Kubata

PRINCIPLE: “Wealth is theft from the poor”
Union organizer. College friend of Karel Stork. Black, athletic, and deeply 
intellectual. Spouse runs drop-in health clinic. 



The Victim
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Karel storK 

District Attorney of Rossuměsto. 
Champion of human and silicate 
workers rights.  Tall, dark-
skinned, and non-binary. Sharp 
intellect, charismatic speaker. 

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the 
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these 
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads

Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an 
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the 
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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